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3Crew:
- 4 NASA Crew Members 
Crew Dragon Spacecraft:
- Crew Module, Service Section and Trunk  
- Integrated Launch Abort System
Falcon 9: 
- Merlin Engines 
- LOX and RP-1 Propellants
- Landing Legs (stowed in ascent) 
Ground Systems: 
- Launch Complex 39A
- Ground Software and Communications
- Launch Control Center
Operations: 
- Mission Control Center
- Crew Operations
- Training & Simulations
- Recovery
System Configuration
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Demo-1 Mission Complete!
• Beautiful mission from start to finish
• Successful test and learned a lot as expected
Crew and Operations
• Ongoing crew-in-the-loop testing, training, and joint 
simulations
• Over next few months wrap up formal training and 
final reviews
Dragon, Falcon 9, and Ground Systems
• Learning much in ongoing testing including from 
anomaly 
• Vehicle integration progressing well for upcoming 
missions 
• Applying all lessons learned from Demo-1 and 
ensuring readiness for Demo-2
Upcoming Missions
• In-Flight Abort Test
• Demo-2 with Bob and Doug
• Crew-1 with Victor, Mike, and 2 other crew members
• Crew-2 and beyond
Program Status
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